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Delving Deeper into ATES Mapping 

The AvAlAnche TerrAin exposure scAle (ATes) is An effecTive Tool To 

help AmATeur recreATionisTs quAnTify exposure To AvAlAnche TerrAin, 

choose Trips ThAT Are AppropriATe for The currenT condiTions, And 

ulTimATely Avoid AvAlAnche AccidenTs. 

ATes wAs developed by Parks 

Canada in 2004 (Statham et al., 2006) to help 

self-directed backcountry recreationists 

with trip planning by classifying the overall 

seriousness of a specific route with respect 

to exposure to avalanche terrain. In order 

to use the current ATES technical model for 

zoning, a clear definition of the approach (i.e. 

route-based vs. terrain based) and scale is 

needed. The default parameters can add a 

deterministic element to the zoning process, 

but most parameters are subjective, so expert 

judgment is required.

 Delparte (2008) developed Geographical 

Information System (GIS) algorithms to 

categorize forest density, slope angle, slope 

shape, and interaction with avalanche 

paths with respect to the ATES technical 

model. Each parameter category is assigned 

a weighted score that when totaled 

automatically determines an ATES class. 

Although promising, the results were 

only considered useful for supplementing 

traditional field-based methods of avalanche 

hazard zoning, so some manual adjustment 

was needed to produce accurate ATES maps.

 To date over 70 different backcountry 

ski and sledding areas encompassing over 

4000km2 of terrain have been zoned with 

ATES through Canadian Avalanche Centre 

(CAC) projects with Recreation Sites and 

Trails BC (RSTBC) and BC Parks, as well as 

Alpine Solutions Avalanche Services projects 

with the Yukon Avalanche Association (YAA) 

and Yukon Government (YG).

meThodology

Preliminary Zoning
Once the area of interest is defined (Fig. 1), 

preliminary ATES polygons (Fig. 2) are manually 

drawn in Google Earth using prior knowledge 

of the terrain, Google Earth imagery and terrain 

modeling, GIS-derived slope angle overlays, 

publically-uploaded Panoramio embedded 

photos, and forest cover overlays.

 Common routes and high-use areas are 

given special attention for accuracy and 

precision; however, the ATES polygons are 

entirely terrain-based and independent of 

trips or routes. Precision is often high (~30m) 

during this phase—the intention is to reduce 

precision and increase accuracy during the 

field-checking and final zoning phases.

 Much of the terrain can be reliably 

classified using only slope angle, forest 

density, slope shape, interaction with 

avalanche paths, and terrain traps. These 

ATES parameters can all be reasonably 

visualized in Google Earth assuming high 

resolution imagery or uploaded photos, as 

well as accurate slope angle overlays.

Slope Angle Overlays
Slope angle is one of the more deterministic 

default ATES parameters, so slope angle 

overlays are heavily relied upon during the 

preliminary zoning phase (Fig. 3). They are 

generated from Digital Elevation Models 

(DEM) with approximately 20m cells, using 

an eight-neighbours slope algorithm. The 

slope categories include the 30 and 35 degree 

ATES class thresholds as well as multiple 

categories for angles less than 25 degrees to 

help visualize convolution for low-angled 

terrain—an important determining factor 

between Class 1 and 2.
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 Overlays can give a decent representation of slope angle as 

well as slope shape (convolution) and depression- and gully-

type terrain traps. However, elevation errors inherent to DEMs 

can have significant effects on calculated slope angles.

field checking

Due to the inaccuracy of digital terrain modelling and the 

inability to digitally visualize important ATES parameters, field 

checking is necessary, and is probably the most important 

part of the process. Parameters such as avalanche frequency, 

interaction with avalanche paths, exposure time, and route 

options are easiest or only possible to assess in the field. Maps 

are printed on waterproof paper and taken into the field, where 

they are annotated with adjusted polygon boundaries, major 

avalanche paths, decision points, and any other avalanche 

terrain or area information.

 Helicopter-assisted field work is often most efficient and 

effective for large complex areas, especially if ground-based 

travel is hazardous or difficult. Ground travel is still an essential 

component for more complex areas, and to enable ‘placing 

oneself in the terrain.’ Field trips usually take place in winter, 

when the terrain can be assessed with snow cover for a more 

accurate avalanche exposure evaluation. Summer surveys can 

also work, and are especially useful for glacier assessment. 

finAl Zoning

Final maps incorporate all the adjustments made during the 

field checking phase, and are usually in the form of a GIS-based, 

hard-copy map and KMZ overlays for viewing in Google Earth 

or Google Maps. At the current resolution, the resulting maps 

are intended to be used at the basin-scale (100m to 1km). A 

10 to 20m polygon overlap is used to express the uncertainty 

associated with the ATES zones. The maps are usually not 

drawn at a sufficiently small scale to see this overlap; however, 

in a digital viewer such as Google Maps, with uncontrollable and 

limitless zoom, this overlap becomes important.

 Area info such as common routes and destinations is also 

added at this phase, but these maps are intended for trip 

planning purposes only and not drawn at a high enough 

resolution for navigation or route-finding. Other useful 

avalanche terrain features can also be added, such as major 

avalanche paths and decision points.

discussion

Even though the methods described above have become 

quite established, there is potential for evolution. We feel 

spatial analysis may lead to more deterministic ATES 

parameter thresholds that are more appropriate for at least 

the preliminary zoning. This could be especially useful for 

increasing consistency amongst assessors.

Fig. 1: The TuTshi ChuTes area in The Yukon, ouTlined in whiTe, shown in google 
earTh. high resoluTion imagerY is available For The easT end oF The area, making 
ForesT Cover and Terrain FeaTures easY To visualize. however, mosT oF The area oF 
inTeresT has lower resoluTion imagerY, whiCh is noT parTiCularlY useFul exCepT For 
deTermining general vegeTaTion paTTerns.

Fig. 2: in The absenCe oF high resoluTion imagerY, vegeTaTion overlaYs Can be used To 
supplemenT The low-resoluTion imagerY To give a beTTer indiCaTion oF ForesT Cover. 
This parTiCular example shows ForesTed areas in greY.

Fig. 3: slope angle overlaYs are The mosT relied upon Terrain visualizaTion Tools For 
preliminarY zoning. noT onlY Can The deFaulT slope angle parameTer be deTermined, 
buT These overlaYs Can also give a sense oF slope shape (ConvoluTion), and 
depression- and gullY-TYpe Terrain Traps. This example shows slopes 20-30 degrees 
shaded in lighT greY, less Than 20 degrees in darker greY, and over 30 degrees shaded 
The darkesT.
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 In addition, the development of ATES zoning has highlighted 

the need to review and refine the ATES Technical Model, or 

else develop a separate parallel model specifically for this 

application. We have identified two specific limitations with the 

established ATES Technical Model v.1.04 for zoning:

1. The default of glaciated terrain to Class 2 “Challenging” 

or higher. This limitation is highlighted in northern areas 

where there are many large flat glaciers with minimal 

overhead hazard. Avalanches reaching Size 2 or larger are 

very unlikely in this terrain and we should, therefore, have 

the option to zone it Class 1 “Simple.” Crevasses and other 

glacier-related mountaineering hazards are the primary 

concern for these large flat glaciers. Using an avalanche 

exposure scale to describe serious glacier travel may be 

giving the wrong message. It essentially recommends being 

prepared and trained for avalanches when people should 

be prepared and trained for glacier travel. As an option, 

glaciers could fall under a different grading system. The 

International French Adjectival System is probably the most 

detailed of the mountaineering grading systems when it 

comes to glacier travel.

2. The limitation of only three ATES classes. By definition, 

Class 1 terrain must have some areas that are affected 

by avalanche hazard. We feel a fourth class that specifies 

‘Non-avalanche terrain’ (Class 0) may be appropriate for 

some areas depending on the resolution, as well as the 

intended use of the ATES zoning. It would be beneficial for 

parties to be aware of locations that would be acceptable 

in all avalanche conditions to establish a camp, turn off 

transceivers, and freely roam within a small area. If Class 

0 terrain was considered an established zone, it would 

certainly need to have clearly defined parameters that 

indicate an area that it is too flat to avalanche and has no 

overhead exposure. In addition, the resolution of the zoning 

of Class 0 terrain would need to be clearly defined. 

 Yet another discussion point is the acceptance and 

application of ATES for workplace safety programs. All zoning 

maps produced to date for RSTBC, BC Parks, YAA, and YG 

have been intended for self-directed backcountry recreational 

avalanche safety. There has been some limited use of ATES 

zoning for industries where workers may be freely roaming 

through avalanche terrain, as opposed to following standard 

routes or corridors. Although this is certainly not a new idea, 

the increased acceptance and standardization of ATES zoning 

combined with current worker safety needs may lead to more 

widespread use and acceptance of ATES zoning for backcountry 

workplace scenarios. 

 We have our ideas regarding the above discussion points, 

but are also interested in hearing from other avalanche 

professionals. Please feel free to email with comments or 

questions: ccampbell@avalanche.ca or  

bgould@avalancheservices.ca.
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Fig. 4: Final aTes overlaY For The TuTshi ChuTes area in The Yukon showing Class 1 
“simple” Terrain shaded in lighT greY, Class 2 “Challenging” Terrain shaded in darker 
greY, and Class 3 “Complex” Terrain shaded The darkesT. The aTes polYgon overlap, 
expressing unCerTainTY and error, Can also be seen.

The Great Debate

ATes mApping is being used more and more to help 

amateur recreationists quantify exposure to avalanche 

terrain and plan their routes accordingly. 

how cAn (or should) ATes Zoning mAps be 

used for indusTriAl AvAlAnche sAfeTy? 

where do you see The poTenTiAl for ATes 

Zoning where AvAlAnche workers TrAvel 

freely in AvAlAnche TerrAin? 

whAT's your opinion? 

Let us know at  

greatdebate@avalanche.ca



Yukon Case Study

The yukon AvAlAnche AssociATion

 recently embarked on a two-year, federally-

funded ATES rating project with the intention of 

producing ratings for several popular skiing and 

riding areas in the Yukon and far northern BC. 

Yukon Parks jumped on board to have several 

areas in Tombstone Park rated at the same time. 

Considering all the great zoning map development 

work done by CAC in BC, it seemed appropriate to 

put ATES zoning to the test in a northern setting. 

This seemed especially relevant for an area such 

as the Yukon that does not have the same degree 

of historical usage as some of the popular areas 

of southern and central BC. Consequently, there 

are very few ‘standard’ routes that are required for 

traditional ATES ratings.

 The history of ATES in the Yukon is very limited; 

however, some work was done for the Yukon 

Board of Education and Parks Canada in the years 

following the development of the ATES rating 

system (2003-05). None of this work included 

zoning; however, a limited area in Chilkoot 

National Park was zoned by overlaying ATES 

polygons on oblique photos.

 Right off the bat it became apparent that there 

were going to be some differences between the 

south and north ATES zoning analysis:

•	The	Yukon	is	a	blank	slate	with	minimal	

preconceived ideas of what the terrain is like.

•	Most	of	the	terrain	is	above	treeline,	so	applying	

the avalanche frequency parameter was 

more challenging since there were often no 

vegetation indicators.

•	At	this	time	there	is	no	regional	avalanche	

bulletin with danger ratings in the Yukon, so 

there is no application of ATES in a rule-based 

system such as the Avaluator.

•	95%	of	the	fieldwork	was	completed	with	the	aid	

of	a	helicopter	(as	opposed	to	less	than	5%	in	

the	south).	This	allowed	for	efficient	work.		

 The ATES zoning methods used in the north 

followed the same methodology as the south: 

preliminary	zoning,	field	checking,	final	zoning,	

and	public	delivery.	The	final	product	is	still	

being decided on, but likely will include a suite 

of public delivery format including Google Earth 

files,	brochures,	and	signage	at	standard	trailhead	

locations.


